
Developing International Links - Julie Hatfield

I am currently involved in a 3 tiered project involving schools in Norfolk, Belgium and 
Norway. The aim is to share best practice and forge International Links. The first part of the 
project involved a visit to a number of Belgium Primary Schools and a Special Needs 
School.  The visit was attended mostly by mainstream colleagues so for most, was 
mainstream based. However, I did visit one special school which proved to be very 
interesting. The Dominiek Savio Institute, on the outskirts of Roselare, is a church run 
school. It was formed 50 years ago, primarily as a physiotherapy teaching school, with 
children with physical disabilities brought in for the student physiotherapists to learn from. 
However, as the children were there for much of the  day it was thought that they could be 
educated in the times that they were not seen by the students and so the Dominiek Savio 
school was started. 
Nowadays the school has a primary and secondary department for pupils with physical 
and complex needs.  The school has grown rapidly and extends over a large site which 
includes work shops, day centres and sheltered supported accommodation providing 
facilities for those beyond statutory education age. There are both residential and day 
places for pupils.
Pupils are streamed in primary school, similar to our pre-formal, semi-formal and formal 
groups and, like us, depending on the stream will depend on the type of curriculum they 
follow. 
Pupils are progressively taught independence and skills through the curriculum. For 
example, pupils in the secondary school will be taken out to experience travelling on local 
transport at around the age of 13/14, they will then progress onto supported independence 
on this transport - paying for self, saying where they want to go, etc . This eventually leads 
to them being semi- independent - being trailed - and where possible, totally independent. 
The way in which the Institute is set up and run means that it seems quite self-sufficient. 
The secondary students and clients of the day centres make products which are then sold 
in the shop staffed by older pupils and clients. They also have a cafe and restaurant which 
serves the staff of the institute. Food is prepared and served on site by students/clients 
supported by care/teaching staff.
The Institiute have also developed a fully accessible holiday accommodation near the 
coast which I believe is also staffed by students.
Since my return I have had email contact with staff from the institute and am hoping to 
continue links with them with a view to more of our staff visiting and sharing ideas and 
experiences. It may also be possible for older pupils to visit as part of a progressive 
residential programme.
Belgian teachers are hoping to make a return visit later this year dependent on their 
funding. 
As previously mentioned, this visit was part of a 3 tiered project which includes Norway.
The trip to Norway is planned for March 5 - 8th this year.

Following discussions with Fyfe Johnston, we feel the links being built are incredibly 
important to reassure ourselves and the school community of the current and future 
direction of The Clare School, and reflects the aspiration we have to find the best possible 
practice to inspire our staff and pupils to continue to achieve more.

The next action following the completion of the Norway leg will be to devise a pathway to 
further develop these links and this will be shared with the Governors and school 
community over the Summer Term.
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